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We report a means to detect deeply subwavelength pits in optical data-storage media by employing
the recently observed giant backscattering perturbation phenomenon of the photonic jet. We
conducted microwave experiments with dimensionally scaled-up pits and lands in a simulated
optical data-storage device. These measurements were backed up by three-dimensional
finite-difference time-domain computational solutions of Maxwell’s equations. Results indicate that
pits having a lateral area of 0.025 square wavelengths, i.e., much smaller than current BluRay™
device features, can be robustly detected with a contrast ratio approximately 28 dB greater than that
provided by a lens system. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2936993$

Since 2004, a substantial literature has developed regard-
ing the existence, properties, and potential applications of the
photonic jet !or nanojet, when observed at optical
wavelengths".1–12 The photonic jet is a narrow, high-intensity
beam that propagates into the background medium from the
shadow-side surface of a plane-wave illuminated lossless di-
electric cylinder or sphere of diameter comparable to the
wavelength. Some of the properties of the photonic jet are as
follows. !1" It is a nonresonant phenomenon, i.e., it can ap-
pear for a wide range of the electrical size of the dielectric
cylinder or sphere if the refractive index contrast relative to
the background medium is less than about 2:1. !2" It has a
high intensity of up to about 1000 times that of the illumi-
nating wave. !3" Its full width at half maximum beamwidth
is between one-third and one-half wavelength in the back-
ground medium and is only weakly dependent upon the size
of the dielectric cylinder or sphere.11 !4" It propagates with
little divergence for several wavelengths. !5" The insertion
within a photonic jet of a particle as small as 1 /100th of the
size of the dielectric cylinder or sphere causes a perturbation
of the backscattered power of the cylinder or sphere that is
comparable to its total backscattered power.2,5,7

In this letter, we report the results of our laboratory
experiments and three-dimensional !3D" finite-difference
time-domain !FDTD" computational electrodynamics
simulations13 which investigated the potential use of the pho-
tonic jet to detect deeply subwavelength pits in an optical
data-storage disk. Our laboratory experiments were con-
ducted near 30 GHz !free-space wavelength !0=10 mm".
Pits and lands of appropriately scaled dimensions were ma-
chined in an aluminum plate coated with a low-loss dielectric
having an optimized thickness.

Figure 1 shows a dimensionally scaled simulated optical
disk used for one of our microwave experiments. The ma-
chining of this aluminum plate emulates the pits-on-groove
configuration used by BluRay™ disks.

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for our micro-
wave backscattering measurements. An Agilent 8722ES vec-

tor network analyzer !VNA" was used to generate the micro-
wave signal and measure the backscattered response. A
WR28-to-WR90 tapered waveguide transition connected to
the VNA was employed as a horn antenna in a monostatic
configuration. Microwave absorbers were used to reduce
spurious reflections and the antenna was oriented to radiate
vertically upward. The target of this illumination was a
50.8 mm !5.1!0" diameter acrylic sphere !refractive index
n=1.60" mounted on a Styrofoam support 400 mm !40!0"
above the aperture of the antenna in its far field.

The resulting approximate plane-wave illumination of
the acrylic sphere caused it to emit a microwave jet from its
top surface toward a machined aluminum plate !simulating
the optical disk" located above the acrylic sphere. This plate
was covered with a layer of RT/Duroid5880, a low-loss di-
electric material of refractive index n=1.48. !In the optical
wavelength range, a protective layer made of polymethyl
methacrylate has a same refractive index." The thickness of
the dielectric layer was optimized for the maximum no-pit-
to-pit ratio. The simulated optical disk under test was
mounted on an x-y-z translator for fine position adjustments.

a"Electronic mail: sch.kong@gmail.com.

FIG. 1. !Color" Photograph of a sample machined aluminum disk with a pit
on groove structures. Dimensions are scaled up to 30 GHz !!0=10 mm":
a=1.25 mm !!0 /8", b=2 mm !!0 /5", W=4 mm !0.4!0", and h=1 mm
!!0 /10".
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A laser beam was used to adjust the boresight of the horn
antenna to pass vertically through the center of the acrylic
sphere along the line perpendicular to the machined alumi-
num plate above the sphere. Once adjusted, the boresight of
the antenna, and hence the boresight of the microwave jet,
could repeatably target specific pit or no-pit locations on the
aluminum plate for measurement of perturbations of the
composite backscattered microwave signal.

Data for the backscattered microwave power versus fre-
quency were obtained by measuring S11 with the VNA. For
purposes of calibration, an S11 dataset was first obtained and
digitally stored for the system consisting only of the VNA,
the connecting cable, the horn antenna, the microwave ab-
sorbers, and the Styrofoam support of the acrylic sphere.
Digitally subtracting this dataset repeatedly over a period of
time comparable to that needed for the experimental proce-
dure indicated an effective noise floor of !80 dBm. After
placing the acrylic sphere upon its Styrofoam support, the
measured S11 increased by approximately 25–30 dB, corre-
sponding to the backscattering by this sphere alone. Then,
placing the RT/Duroid5880-coated aluminum disk above the
acrylic sphere increased the measured S11 by up to an addi-
tional 30 dB for the no-pit case !i.e., the microwave jet im-
pinging upon a simulated land in the aluminum disk".

The complete calibration and measurement procedures
were repeated multiple times over a period of several days to
establish experimental uncertainty bounds. We determined
that the maximum no-pit-to-pit ratio derived from the mea-
sured S11 data had an uncertainty of approximately "2 dB,
and the frequency at which the maximum no-pit-to-pit ratio
occurred had an uncertainty of approximately "1%.

Computational support for our laboratory experiments
was provided by conducting high-resolution, 3D, pure

scattered-field FDTD simulations.13 Each FDTD model em-
ployed a uniform Cartesian grid of 0.25 mm !!0 /40" spatial
resolution with perfectly matched layer absorbing outer grid
boundaries. The aluminum plate was treated as a perfect
electric conductor, which is appropriate at microwave fre-
quencies. Near-field and far-field sinusoidal !phasor" data
were obtained via discrete Fourier transformation of the tran-
sient response generated by a modulated Gaussian plane-
wave source. We note that the FDTD models differed from
the laboratory experiments primarily in assuming a perfect
plane-wave illumination of the acrylic sphere, whereas the
illumination actually provided by the horn antenna exhibited
some amount of amplitude and phase nonuniformity at the
location of the acrylic sphere due to its finite distance from
the horn !albeit in its far field".

Figure 3 illustrates an example of our comparative ex-
perimental and FDTD data for the no-pit-to-pit power ratio
versus wavelength for a rectangular pit of lateral dimensions
1.25 mm !!0 /8" in the x direction #2 mm !!0 /5" in the y
direction. The pit depth was 2 mm !!0 /5" in the z direction.
The thickness of the RT/Duroid5880 layer covering the alu-
minum disk was 11.75 mm !1.175!0", and the distance be-
tween the acrylic sphere and the Duroid layer was 4 mm
!0.4!0". The measurements and the FDTD model agree
within 1 dB in amplitude and within 1% in wavelength. Both
the measured data and the FDTD computations show a peak
no-pit-to-pit power ratio that is approximately 700 times
!i.e., 28 dB" greater than the 1.2 value reported in Ref. 14
using a conventional lens for an octagonal pit of approxi-
mately the same lateral area in square wavelengths. Addi-
tional FDTD modeling results !not reported here" have
shown that the peak no-pit-to-pit power ratio is also sensitive
to the pit depth, and thus, data capacity could conceivably be
increased by employing pit-depth modulation.15

Figure 4 provides the results of FDTD computations
which illustrate the physics underlying the high sensitivity of
pit detection shown in Fig. 3. Figures 4!a" and 4!b" visualize
the scattering of the microwave jet by the Duroid-coated alu-
minum plate for the no-pit and pit cases of Fig. 3, respec-
tively. Figures 4!a" and 4!b" both show strong backscattering

FIG. 2. !Color" Photograph of the experimental measurement setup.

FIG. 3. Comparative experimental and FDTD data for the no-pit-to-pit
power ratio vs wavelength for a rectangular pit of lateral dimensions
1.25 mm !!0 /8" in the x direction#2 mm !!0 /5" in the y direction. The pit
depth was 2 mm !!0 /5" in the z direction. The thickness of the RT/
Duroid5880 layer covering the aluminum disk was 11.75 mm !1.175!0",
and the distance between the acrylic sphere and the Duroid layer was 4 mm
!0.4!0". Both datasets show a peak no-pit-to-pit power ratio that is approxi-
mately 700 times !i.e., 28 dB" greater than the 1.2 value reported in Ref. 14
using a conventional lens for an octagonal pit of approximately the same
lateral area in square wavelengths.
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in the !z direction. However, for the pit case of Fig. 4!b", we
see a strong localization of the intensity in the vicinity of the
pit with a peak value of %225 times the incident, and a faster
decay of the backscattered wave with propagation distance
than for the no-pit case of Fig. 4!a". This faster decay is
illustrated in Fig. 4!c", which graphs the microwave intensity
along line AB shown in Figs. 4!a" and 4!b". This faster decay
in the near field yields a much smaller far-field backscatter-
ing, which is what is observed experimentally as well as
computationally.

In summary, we employed the recently observed giant
backscattering perturbation phenomenon of the photonic jet
to go beyond the Abbe diffraction limit in detecting deeply
subwavelength pits in a simulated optical data-storage me-
dium. Laboratory experiments with dimensionally scaled-up

pits and lands were carried out at a microwave wavelength.
These measurements were backed up by 3D FDTD compu-
tational modeling. Results indicate that deeply subwave-
length pits having a lateral area of 0.025 square wavelengths,
i.e., much smaller than current BluRay™ device features,
can be robustly detected with a contrast ratio approximately
28 dB greater than that provided by a lens system.

While the solid immersion lens could provide an optical
resolution comparable to that of the photonic nanojet, the
ray-based solid immersion lens does not possess the nano-
jet’s “unique combination of features in the angular
spectrum:…finite content of propagating spatial frequencies,
a small but finite content of evanescent spatial frequencies,
and, most importantly, a peculiar distribution of the phase.”3

These features apparently underlie the nanojet’s giant back-
scattering perturbation phenomenon that is the driver behind
the robust pit detection reported herein.

Regarding several specifics of implementing nanojet
technology at optical wavelengths, !a" a low-index aerogel
could be used to mount the dielectric microsphere without
impacting the characteristics of the nanojet. !b" In our ongo-
ing computational modeling work !not reported here", we
have determined that after compensating adjustments of the
pit depth and dielectric coating thickness, the plasmonic
characteristic of the metal at optical wavelengths would
cause little change in the robustness of the pit detection. !c"
The optical illumination of the microsphere would be much
closer to the ideal plane wave assumed in our FDTD model
than achieved in our microwave experiments. Hence, the il-
lumination wavelength required for optimum pit detection
could be engineered with sufficient accuracy to accommo-
date the narrow optical linewidth of the pit-detection tech-
nique.

We conclude that using photonic nanojets to read optical
data-storage device pits would allow detection of pits that are
considerably smaller than the present state of the art, while
involving only available materials and allowing manufactur-
able separations between the surface of the storage medium
and the optical read head.
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FIG. 4. !Color" FDTD-computed microwave intensity distributions relevant
to Fig. 3. !a" Interaction of the photonic jet with the Duroid-coated alumi-
num plate for the no-pit case. The maximum intensity is %90 times the
incident. !b" Same as !a" but with a 1.25 mm !!0 /8"#2 mm !!0 /5"
#2 mm deep !!0 /5" pit in the aluminum plate present in the jet. There is
now a strong intensity localization in the vicinity of the pit with a peak value
of %225 times the incident. !c" The backscattered intensity decreases with
propagation distance faster for the pit case of !b" than for the no-pit case of
!a".
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